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Making a real-world experience 
Christine Bongers

StorieS don’t exist in a vacuum. they are anchored in a 
specific time and place. However, creating a sense of place in 
a story goes beyond merely pinpointing a set of coordinates 
on a map, or providing scenery as a backdrop to a novel. 

imagine wuthering Heights absent the wild gothic moors 
of emily Bronte’s 19th Century Yorkshire… oliver twist 
set anywhere but Dickensian London… Janet evanovich’s 
Stephanie plum novels minus their trenton, new Jersey roots.  

A sense of place is all-embracing, rich and authentic. it 
permeates the bones of a work and shapes its characters and 
conflicts. it encompasses not only the physical, but the socio-
economic, the cultural, the historical and political, the language, 
the weather, the very mood of the place. 

eudora welty once wrote that, ‘place has a good deal to do with 
making the characters real, that is, themselves…. [place] never 
really stops informing us, for it is astir, alive, changing, reflecting, 
like the mind of man itself.’

Character, conflict and, ultimately, story, can and do grow out 
of a cultivated sense of place. in Fiona Macgregor’s indelible 
ink, a penniless, middle-aged divorcee is forced to sell her 
$6 million harbour-side mansion. Her growing disengagement 
with Sydney’s moneyed north Shore contrasts sharply with her 
pain at leaving the Mossman garden she has nurtured over a 
lifetime. the sense of place is thematically unified with character 
and conflict; her garden becomes the only thing she takes with 
her, indelibly inked into her skin, when she goes. 

For writers, creating that sense of place is a two-part process. 
Firstly, we need to know the place intimately, and then we need 
to convey it to the reader. this holds true across all genres, and 
with all settings, whether real or imagined. 

At one extreme are the world-builders of fantasy fiction who 
research, map and extrapolate from the known to create logical, 
plausible, yet wholly imagined, worlds that feel as real as our 
own. if their world boasts triple suns, they make a point of 
knowing how that affects the shadows that are cast. 

writers of realistic fiction use keen powers of observation, 
photographs and other visual cues, notebooks and traditional 
forms of research to reinvent, fictionalise or capture locations 
and imbue them with a nuanced sensibility that will allow even local 
inhabitants to see them with fresh eyes and appreciate them anew. 

writers will always know far more about their fictional world than 
will ever be conveyed in the pages of their story. this is what 
gives stories depth, richness and authenticity.  

My first novel, Dust, was set in the time and place in which i grew 
up: a gritty and obscure part of Queensland poised at the end 
of a 20-year drought. Yet, to bring to life that time and place, it 
wasn’t enough to simply ransack memory. 

i pored over old photographs and newspapers, dug out old 
magazines, jubilee publications and memorabilia. i pestered family, 
friends and strangers for recipes, fabrics, makes of cars and tractors. 
i rewrote a scene that originally featured a Sandman panel 
van when i discovered that the iconic car of my teenage years 
hadn’t been released until the year after my novel had ended. 

i created playlists, the top 100 Hits of 1971, ’72 and ’73. i scoured 
bestseller lists. i knew what my characters were reading, listening to 
on the radio, watching on the telly. i immersed myself in the period 
to the point where i began to sound like i had stepped out of a 
time warp. My conversation was littered with the vernacular from 
the 1970s: dags and drongoes, dills, duffers and flaming galahs.  

the devil is always in the detail. i chose not to fictionalise the 
towns in my novel. that meant pinpoint accuracy on distances, 
the location of the bank, the funeral parlours and the pubs. 
Small towns are notoriously unforgiving of inaccuracies. if you 
invent a suburban street in Brisbane, readers will assume it is 
one of the thousands with which they are not personally familiar. 
Don’t try it in Goovigen, a town of 200 inhabitants. 

A sense of place creates the vivid illusion of reality, so that the 
reader can experience a created world as though it were real. 
to do that, we, as writers, need to breathe the same air as our 
characters. taste the dust coating their teeth. Hear the wing-ding-a-
ding of a two-stroke motor clatter and fade on the distant highway. 

we write using all our senses, but we never overwhelm the 
reader with great slabs of description. Less is more. every word 
and action works hard to create and reinforce our fictional world. 
we weave precisely observed, telling details, into the fabric of 
our story. the crackle of dry grass underfoot. Kids panting like 
puppies as the sun hammers the tin roof of their schoolhouse. 

A reader once told me that, when she was reading Dust, the 
sense of drought was so overpowering she had to get out of 
bed and stand under a cold shower. Her response still fills me 
with pleasure. i had created a sense of place so grittily real that 
a reader had to throw back the covers and rinse off her feet. 
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